
Q1. What do you understand by amorphous solids ? Give examples. 

Ans: 

Amorphous solids are solids without a regular/ definitive arrangement of its constituent particles (ions, atoms or molecules) and they possess something called the short 

range order i.e , a regular and periodically repeating arrangement is seen only over short distances, e.g., rubber, glass. 

Q2. What differentiates glass from quartz? How can we convert quartz to glass? 

Ans: 

The arrangement of the constituent particles differentiates glass from quartz. The constituent particles in glass have a short range order, but the constituent particles of 

quartz possess both short range and long range orders. 

Quartz is converted into glass by heating it and then rapidly cooling it. 

Q3. Categorize the give solids as metallic, molecular, ionic, amorphous or network (covalent). 

(a) Tetra phosphorus decoxide (P4O10) 

(b) Ammonium phosphate 

(c) SiC 

(d) 12 

(e) P4 

(f) Graphite (NH4)}PO4 

(g) Brass 

(h) Rb 

(i) LiBr 

(j) Si 

(k) Plastic 

Ans: 

Metallic : ( g ) Brass, ( h ) Rb 

Molecular: (a) Tetra phosphorus decoxide (P401o), (d) 12, (e) P4. 

Ionic : ( b ) Ammonium phosphate (NH4)}P04, ( i ) LiBr 

Amorphous : ( k ) Plastic 

Covalent : ( c ) SiC, ( f ) Graphite, ( j ) Si 

Q4. (a) Define coordination number. (b) Give the coordination number of atoms in : (1). a body-centred cubic structure (2). a cubic close-packed structure 

Ans: 

(a) Coordination number is the number of nearest neighbors of a particle 

(b) 1 - coordination number =12, 2 - coordination number= 8 

Q5. How can the atomic mass of a mystery metal be determined if dimension and density of its unit cell is given? 

Ans: 

Given, 

We know the dimension and density of its unit cell. 

Let, 

The edge length of a unit cell = a 

Volume of the cell = a3 

Density= d 

Atomic mass = M 

Mass of unit cell = No. of atoms in unit cell x Mass of each atom = Z x m 

Mass of an atom present in the unit cell, m = M/ N0 

where N0 is the Avogadro's number. 

We know, 

d = Mass of unit cell/ Volume of unit cell= Zmia3 = Z.M / a3Na 

Therefore, Atomic mass, M =( da3 N0) / Z 

Q6. 'Stability of a crystal is reflected in the magnitude of its melting point'. State your thoughts on this. 

Give the melting points of methane, diethyl ether, solid water, and ethyl alcohol. 

Comment on the intermolecular forces between the molecules of these elements? 

Ans: 
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